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Dimout at its finest

We offer Dimouts in limitless design and variety. In addition to the attractive plains available in 38 standard colours and
from stock, DELIUS is able to realise every desired colour. To achieve a harmonious overall impression, it is recommended to match the front and back side of the fabric in most cases.

Printing in dark colours on the back of the fabric can
increase the darkening effect. When using the Dimout
doubled, the fabric effectively even becomes a 100%
“Blackout”.
Dimout at its finest
The softly flowing double satin with a black weft

Weaving effects

elegantly exceeds the normal furnishing fabrics.

Looks like real: any kind of weave and even jacquard-

Dimout reduces the usual light transmission from

structures are realized deceptively realistic – the eye

40% to only 1%. In other words: During the day this

can hardly see a difference.

wonderful fabric quality produces a pleasant diffuse
light. At night it carefully absorbs every ray of light.

Print Designs
Suitable for every room concept: whether it be a plain
fabric, graphic or floral designs – DELIUS fabrics offer
endless opportunities. We would gladly put together
an offer for you. In case of any further questions please
contact your sales representative.

Transmission Dimout
furnishing fabrics

Transmission normal
furnishing fabric

Double-Faced-Design

Dimout furnishing fabrics beautifully decorate and

Versatile possibilities: the double-sided printing of

darken hotel rooms as well as conference rooms.

attractive designs even double the overall attractiveness of our Dimout. There is no question whether it

• high darkening effect

is the front or back side. Both options are equally

• inherently flame retardant

desirable.

according to DIN 4102 / B1
• elegant, softly flowing fall

Surface effects

• pleasant feel

Tangible and impressive: embossing in stripe or

• versatile application

floral design places emphasis and highlights the

• sound-absorbing

value of our attractive designs.

• 38 standard plain colours
• 4,800 print colours

Prints, surface-effects, Double-Faced-Design and

• many print designs with designed back

woven structures produce amazing results. We are

• individual design starting at 300 meters

pleased to develop and provide solutions, even for
small quantities for individual special purposes.

per colour
• excellent price-performance ratio
• easy-care
• perfectly qualified to darken a room for
beamer- and screen presentations

Beautiful designs and
first class fabric qualities
make the trade mark DELIUS.

